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SIGN LANGUAGE
Symbols open up worlds. Insights.
The artworks by the Swiss artist Paula Pakery originate in her specially developed
technique using natural materials and based on beeswax. By layers of wax her
paintings glow with mysterious signs and codes, archaic symbols and shapes which
since time immemorial - and still today - have significance.
Paula Pakery: «In ancient times wax was used to hold and exchange messages,
especially secrets. When the wax was made smooth again, one could erase both the
incised marks and their meaning».
The Basle artist, who calls herself since her student days at the College of Art and
Design Basle, "Pakery", explains the specific material with which she creates her
artworks: beewax.

A lively woman with aubergine red hair developed her special technique as a pioneer
work on her own. There is a difference in scope to the ancient tablets and her art:
The signs, symbols and codes which Pakery incorporates into her artworks should
not been deleted at all. They have become one of her stylistic features.

Pakery’s pictures are multi-faceted in technique as in symbolism.
It takes as much instinctive feeling as precision to apply liquid wax in several layers
on canvas, wood, jute and other fabrics. By incorporating natural materials like sand,
wool, string and various fibers structures and reliefs are created. To complete the
work color pigments are used and engravings, in which several types of symbols and
signs and codes are superimpose on different levels.

Level 1: Geometric structures_
It starts with very simple geometric forms: In some artworks clusters of lines,
triangles, squares, circles or even an optical tissue, a structure in the background.
They form the mathematical rules that can be observed in the rhythms of the nature,
in the life and in the human body.
Paula Pakery: «On them we depend, otherwise everything would fall out off the
track».

Level 2: Chiffres out of dreams.
Sometimes it is builds up a second layer of symbols over the first: hieroglyphic
carvings in the wax, ciphers, which nobody can decrypt. No structures from the
environment are represented, but symbols that are stripped out of the artist own inner
depths as from dreams.

Paula Pakery: «In a dream I saw a vast hall completely full with tables and
doublesided book-sides spreaded allover, including the lettering in the style of old.

I could not read them, but I knew they told the story of my life».
After waking up, she scratched the signs she had seen.. in wax tablets. What they
say, Pakery does not want to pretent the answer.
Paula Pakery: "The ciphers should act over the emotions, the viewer must feel it».

Level 3: Symbolic animal bee
There is also a concrete symbol that is found in various forms in almost all of her
pictures; a bee. Either indirectly in the material of wax or in enlarged scenes showing
the inner life of beehives, some of her paintings are based on it; a direct
representation of bees. Having spent many years as a beekeeper, Pakery is
connected in a special bond with them.
Paula Pakery: «Bees are fine, very intelligent animals, their hives are built up
according to a fascinating order. Beehives embody an ideal world order in which
each one has its place and for the good of the community is doing its part. From this
man could also learn».

For the artist, her artworks signify, as a whole, signs which provide direction:

Paula Pakery: «For example, I once loved working with Rebgaze, which is a tissue
that requires a very fine handling. That for me symbolizes the subtleties that we
should maintain in dealing with our fellow human beings».

Therefore she aims to keep paying attention to the small signals that life sends to her
from the environment:
Paula Pakery: «When I am open to the subtle sign language of other people, I know
when someone needs somethingx 3

